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COMM 4970 - Senior Project
TERMS AND EXPECTATIONS
The Senior Project is designed to be a culminating “capstone” experience for the student, which
showcases all aspects of his or her education and talent within a given path in communication.
The project therefore consists of practical (project), academic (theoretical paper), and
presentation (defense) components. Each of these components must meet stringent
requirements of excellence and professionalism in order for the student to pass, and graduate.
NOTE THAT PROJECTS MAY NOT BE FOR OR ABOUT NNU,
YOUR CHURCH, YOUR FAMILY, OR YOUR FAMILY BUSINESS.
PRACTICAL COMPONENT: PROJECT OPTIONS
The student may choose from several different project types, in two different domains,
depending on his or her interests and career goals. Each type has its own requirements,
expectations and deadlines.
Communicate with your advisor early! Once you think you have an idea for your project, check
first with your Senior Project advisor and then with your Academic Advisor to determine if it’s
acceptable.
Have a backup plan, in case something goes wrong, such as a person vital to your project or
research backs out.
Note that the faculty is open to other types of projects. If you have an idea, pitch it. If it (a) has
strong ties to communication and communication theory, and (b) is sufficiently comprehensive,
it may be approved.
MASS COMMUNICATION PROJECTS
Domain #1: Primary Artist
• Director
• Feature Film Short
• Documentary
• Marketing/Informational/Educational Video
• News Magazine Segment
• Television Single Camera Drama
• Television Multicam Variety
• Television Multicam Sports (entire show, with packages)
• Music Video
• Writer
• Feature Film Screenplay
• Fictional Television Series
Domain #2: Supporting Artist
• Producer
• Director of Photography
• Production Designer
• Sound Designer
• Unit Production Manager
• Special Effects Supervisor
• Special Effects Makeup Artist
• Editor
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While a complete project in either domain is perfectly acceptable for fulfilling graduation
requirements, the student must understand, and should seriously consider, the future
effects of his or her choice.
Domain #1 projects allow a student to demonstrate both his or her creativity and
leadership skills. Students choosing a Domain #1 project will leave college with a fairly
major, serious piece of work (even if it’s comedy) to show potential employers, and to
enter into film festivals.
Students choosing a Domain #2 project may still use the resulting film on their reel, but
they must always identify their lesser role in the production and, except in rare cases,
may not use the film to enter contests, festivals, etc. Both the resulting film and the
project in general may be less impressive to future employers, financial backers, etc. Of
course, for a student to choose a Domain #2 project, he or she must find a Domain #1
senior willing to allow them to participate in the project, or fulfill that role for a
departmental project. Other options may be possible, but it is up to the student to
procure such an option and have it approved.
COMMUNICATION PROJECTS
Domain #1: Physical Project
C A complete public relations campaign, based on comm theory
C A complete marketing campaign, based on comm theory
C A Planned and executed event
C A performance piece (play, soliloquy, reader’s theater, etc.)
C A hosted workshop or seminar on an appropriate topic
C Curriculum developed for a school course
C And so on
Note that, while it is possible for part of an internship to qualify as a project, the
internship itself will not. In an internship, you work under someone else who is in charge,
and you learn from them. For a Senior Project, you must be in charge. Thus, if during
your internship you’re part of a team that plans and executes an event, that is not worthy
of a Senior Project. However, if as part of your internship you are assigned to plan and
execute an event, that may be acceptable as a project. Check with the instructor.
Domain #2: Research
C Designed research (with data collection) on some topic important to communication
C A research paper submitted and accepted to a communication conference
Note that this is not simply a lit review; you must design and collect data for a research
project. In some cases, where the research design is massive, simply doing the design
for later data collection may be sufficient.
Also note that, for Domain #2 projects, the resulting research paper fulfills both the
academic and project components of Senior Project – you don’t have to write a paper
explaining how your paper is important to communication.
Communication Science Projects
Communication Science students are REQUIRED to plan and execute a full study,
ready for presentation at a conference. Actual acceptance to a conference is not
required, however submission to one or more conferences is.
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GENERAL REQUIREMENTS
Regardless of your major, or what option you choose, you should expect to create a fully
professional, high quality product that is indistinguishable from that produced by industry
professionals.
For Domain #1 film projects, the student should plan to hire only professional talent as
actors, narrators, hosts, spokespersons, etc. College students should only be used
where the content naturally calls for such. The subject matter of the project should be of
national interest, and universal appeal. All other aspects of the production should also
be professional: set design and construction, graphic treatments, music, etc. The final,
edited product must look, in every way, as if it were produced by a Hollywood production
company.
For other Domain #1 projects, your work is expected to be professional. Period. Typos,
misspellings, crooked lines, clip art, or otherwise messy work is not acceptable.
For Mass Comm Domain #2 projects, the student is expected to participate in the
filmmaking process at the highest levels of creativity and professionalism, with sufficient
evidence and artifacts to demonstrate such collaboration.
For Comm Domain #2 projects, both your research and your paper must read like
something out of a professional journal.
Limitations on all Projects: Whether you’re Comm or Mass Comm, your project may
not be centered around any of the following, with rare exceptions:
C NNU
C Your family
C Your church
C Your family business
C Your high school
In other words, your project must be external to NNU, college life, your family, etc.
Evidence and/or Artifacts:
A Domain #1 Mass Comm project has built-in evidence of that project: a film or
screenplay. For Domain #1 PR projects, the student must provide such evidence.
Though there are many other acceptable possibilities, this will most often take the form
of a binder containing planning documents, illustrations, photos, news clippings,
explanations, etc. that demonstrate fully what you did for your project.
NOTE THAT THIS DOCUMENT – PROOF AND DEMONSTRATION OF YOUR PR
PLAN, EVENT, ETC. – IS A SEPARATE DOCUMENT FROM THE JUSTIFICATION
PAPER DISCUSSED BELOW. YOU MUST PROVIDE BOTH.
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ACADEMIC COMPONENT: JUSTIFICATION PAPER
Every Senior Project must have at its foundation an academic application beyond the creative
and technical skills needed for its production. This “theoretical construct” may be a particular
communications theory, research the student intends to complete, or an attempt to prove or
disprove a theory developed by the student. The Justification Paper must thoroughly address
this theoretical construct, how it relates to the project, and why both are important.
The essence of the paper might be summarized in several ways, for example:
• for projects based on known theory: “This project is based on Kirkegaard’s theory of
direct versus indirect communication in that it . . .”
• for projects which include field research on a given theory: “This project illuminates
current social theory which suggests . . .”
• for projects which propose new theory: “This project illustrates my theory that . . .”
The paper must adequately answer the question “So what?” In other words, and for
instance, “You designed a very nice event with pretty decorations and lovely centerpieces for
the tables. How does that relate to/demonstrate/challenge some aspect of communication or
communication theory?”
Or, “You made a very nice action/adventure film. How does that relate
to/demonstrate/challenge some aspect of communication or communication theory?”
The point here is to base your project on, or use it to demonstrate, some aspect of
communication or theory.
The point is NOT to find some theory you can stick on your project after the fact.
WRONG: “Well, I’ve made my pretty film, now what theory can I talk about that will make my
committee happy?”
RIGHT: “I’m really interested in the Spiral of Silence theory – how could I demonstrate that in a
dramatic film?”
The purpose of this paper is to justify your project, and your claim that you’re ready to graduate.
For Mass Comm and PR students, this is not a journal article, and thus it is not required to be in
journal article style, with a lit review section, methodology section, etc. (though it may be). This
paper may be somewhat more informal, like an article for a general trade magazine – still
professional and thorough, but with a slightly more casual approach.
For Comm Science majors, this is expected to be an academic journal-style submission in full
APA style.
A complete rough draft of the justification paper will be due about 2/3 through the semester.
Failure to turn in a complete paper – even though it may have errors, and even though you
might add to it later – will automatically reduce your grade in the course by one letter grade.
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Format
The paper must adhere to the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

white paper
typewritten
1" margins
Times Roman or Arial 12 pt font in black ink
rest of document double spaced
pages numbered, bottom center
perfect spelling, word usage, sentence structure and punctuation
APA format for citations and references

This paper should be a minimum of 5 pages (not counting title, signing, and works
pages) however that really is a minimum – it should be however long it has to be to fully
justify your project and your graduation.
Title Page: academic style – see example (APA style of Comm Science majors)
Signing Page: a page with spaces for the signatures of your three committee members
– see example.
Body: present your theoretical construct, how it relates to your project, and why it’s
important – answers the question “so what?”
Works Consulted:
Comm Science majors must follow APA and American style.
Mass Comm and PR majors have a bit more flexibility. Though the American academy
generally accepts only works actually cited within a paper, for this Senior Project you
may list all works seriously consulted, in the European tradition. Since this paper isn’t
the length of a master’s thesis or doctoral dissertation, you probably won’t have an
opportunity to use in your paper all the material and sources you’ve encountered in four
years of undergrad work. Thus we allow you to list here those works that impacted your
thinking, even if they’re not specifically cited in the paper. The faculty will be looking for
serious, peer-reviewed monographs (single-author books) and journal articles in your
works consulted.

PRESENTATION COMPONENT: PROJECT DEFENSE
After submission of the Justification Paper and completion of the Project, the student will make
an oral defense of his or her project before the faculty and the public.
You might ask, “What am I defending?” You’re defending (1) the quality of your project, (2) the
appropriateness of your project to your discipline, (3) the importance of your project to the field
of communication. In other words, “Here’s the project I did, here’s how I made it completely
professional using the skills learned in the Comm department, and here’s why my project is
important to communication.”
At that defense you’ll have up to 20 minutes to give an introduction to the project, exhibit and/or
explain the project, and make an oral argument as to why this project is significant (summarize
the Justification Paper). You may structure this time in any way you’d like, and you are not
required to use the entire time allotted.
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If you use visual aids, such as a PowerPoint presentation, those aids are expected to be
completely professional. For PowerPoints specifically, see the department handout on
developing and presenting those slides.
You are urged, but not required, to include photos of your project in process as part of your
presentation. For instance, a Mass Comm student shooting a film should include photos of the
filming process in whatever presentation they make at their defense. A screenwriter may show
clips of their table read. A Comm student conducting a seminar or event should include photos
of such. Of course the project itself – the film or other creation – may also be used in the
presentation, but should take up no more than half of the allotted time.
Once you’ve completed your defense, the committee may then ask you to expound on or clarify
certain points in the defense – in other words, to defend your defense, proving that you know of
what you speak.
Following the oral defense, you and any spectators will be excused and the faculty will discuss
and evaluate your project and presentation. You will then be called back into the room, alone,
and given their decision: approved, approved with changes, or disapproved until significant
deficiencies are corrected and re-defended.
On that last point, if the project, paper, or presentation are not fully approved, you may be given
an opportunity to make improvements and re-submit. This may or may not involve re-defending
your project to the faculty. Any such improvements must be submitted and approved before
commencement.
If the faculty feels the project cannot be salvaged in the short amount of time between defense
and commencement, you will fail the course and need to re-take it the next year.
A SUCCESSFUL DEFENSE IS REQUIRED FOR GRADUATION.
SUMMARY OF STEPS
Mass Comm Note: Developing or writing a script for a senior film is a long process –
longer than is possible to complete in a couple weeks, usually. Fall semester of your
senior year is for pre-production, which means you must have a script already acquired
and polished. Therefore, if you plan to direct a short film or TV show, you must begin
work on the script long before the fall of your senior year! This may involve working on it
during the summer.
You are not, however, required to write the script yourself. You may buy it, borrow it,
have someone else write it, etc. Be careful though – in the past, some students have
had friends from outside the Film School (in other words untrained friends) write scripts,
and ended up having scripts with no structure, weak characters, etc. If you want to do
professional work, you should employ only those who are professionals.
FALL TERM, SENIOR YEAR
COMM SCIENCE
C Discuss with your advisor your ideas for your project
C Design your research
C Run your research
C Write your paper and prepare it for submission
C Defense Date set
• Public defense of project
• Faculty approves or asks for changes to project or paper
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COMM PR
• Begin thinking about your project. Feel free to discuss it with any of the faculty.
MASS COMM
• Complete the Senior Project Application
• Submit your Project Proposal, which describes your theoretical construct, your
project itself, and how the two complement each other*
• Follow pre-production process for the project option chosen
• Begin or continue research on the theoretical construct
*You are welcome and encouraged to discuss this with the instructor long before the fall
of your senior year.
SPRING TERM, SENIOR YEAR (all Comm PR and Mass Comm majors)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

PR students submit their Project Proposal
Complete production and post-production phases of project
Write justification paper
Submit project, justification paper, and other materials by deadlines
Defense Date set
Public defense of project
Faculty approves or asks for changes to project or paper

A Warning: Take this seriously. You will not graduate without a successful Senior Project –
this is not a meaningless exercise which you’ll pass no matter what! The faculty takes this very
seriously, and expects your project and paper to reflect work worthy of a college degree in your
field. It’s embarrassing – but it has happened – to have to tell your friends and family a few
days before graduation that you’re not graduating after all.
GRADING
Your first goal, of course, is to pass your defense and thus graduate.
Beyond that, your grade in this course will be based on all three components of Senior Project:
the quality of the paper, the quality of the project, and the quality of your presentation at your
defense.
“Passing” your defense means exactly that – a passing grade of at least “C”, not necessarily an
“A”. Your grade in COMM 4970 will reflect the quality, timeliness, and completeness of both
your work and the process, as outlined in the rubric below:
An “A” Senior Project will demonstrate a level of professionalism all but indistinguishable
from that produced by creators and researchers working in that field. Physical properties of the
practical component will be error-free, consistent with discipline norms, and will leave a distinct,
positive impression on the audience. The justification paper of the academic component will
present a distinct, definable, and narrow theoretical viewpoint and defend it with logical
arguments well supported by external research. The paper will be error-free. The qualities of
the presentation component will reflect oral and visual communication skills worthy of a senior
communication student, as outlined in the Senior Project Handbook, and will be errror-free.
And in all cases, intermediary work and assignments will have been submitted by due-dates
and in an acceptable form.
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A “B” Senior Project will demonstrate the level of professionalism outlined in the “A” grade,
but with a few minor errors, omissions, inconsistencies, or weaknesses, OR with one or two
assignment due dates missed or in an improper form.
A “C” Senior Project will demonstrate the level of professionalism outlined in the “A” grade,
but with several (fewer than ten) errors, omissions, inconsistencies, or weaknesses, OR with
three or four assignment due dates missed or in an improper form, or one assigned
intermediary step missing entirely.
A grade of “D” or below will be given to a Senior Project that fails to demonstrate the
level of professionalism outlined in the “A” grade, or contains more than ten errors, omissions,
inconsistencies, or weaknesses, OR with more than four assignment due dates missed or in an
improper form, or more than one assigned intermediary step missing entirely.
What’s an “error”, “omission”, or “weakness”?
Examples include:
C Fewer than 5 cited references to back up your claims (in the paper; you do not need to
voice every reference in your presentation)
C An incorrectly applied supporting theory or reference
C A misspelled word in a PowerPoint presentation
C Failure to completely define a theory, be it yours or another’s
C Less than professional design or creation of visual aids
C Less than professional behavior during presentation
C Technical errors, such as bad edits or soundtrack in a film, poor design of an event
advertisement, etc.
C A less-than-comprehensive project, such as a simple 30 second commercial, a simple
and/or “pretend” PR campaign, a research project with minimal data collection, etc.
C and so on

A NOTE ON DEVELOPING YOUR OWN THEORY
While the faculty encourages and applauds students in developing theories of their own, there’s
more to developing a theory than just giving it a name. You should be able to articulate the
following about your theory:
C a solid foundation of other theoretical work on which you built
C one succinct, clear sentence that summarizes your theory
C a much longer (in your paper, and somewhat in your presentation) explanation of your
theory and its impact on communication
C how your theory brings to light new nuances in our understanding of communication –
how it’s different from everything else out there
A WELL-DEVELOPED THEORY OR WELL RESEARCHED PAPER IN YOUR SENIOR
PROJECT MAY WELL BE A PUBLISHABLE WORK AND OPEN DOORS TO A CAREER!
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THE REMAINDER OF THIS DOCUMENT APPLIES TO MASS COMM ONLY.
MASS COMM SPECIFIC PROJECT REQUIREMENTS - DOMAIN #1
Feature Film Short
The student will produce and direct a 10 to 30 minute dramatic film based on an approved script
written by the student or from some other source. The student must direct the film in its
entirety, may not appear in the film, and must “hire” and organize a crew of peers to assist in
the filming. Other students may assist with some aspects of producing, and all aspects of
production, except for directing. The student must do all post-production on the film, except
where more than one person is required to perform a task or where another senior is using this
same film as a “Domain #2" project.

Documentary
The student will produce a 20 to 60 minute documentary on an approved subject of his or her
choice. The student must act as producer, writer, director and photographer. Other students
may assist in some areas of producing and all other areas of production, and may assist in 2nd
unit photography. The student must do all post-production work on the film, except where more
than one person is required to perform a task, or where another senior is using this same film
as a “Domain #2" project. The student may appear in the film as a producer/director in
interviews, but may not otherwise perform in or voice the doc.

Marketing/Informational/Educational Video
The student will produce a 5 to 30 minute video for an approved corporate image, marketing,
informational or educational purpose. The student must write, produce, direct, and post the
piece without assistance except as approved by the faculty. Other students may assist in
production, including photography. The student may not appear in or voice the video

News Magazine Segment
The student will write, produce, direct and post a 14:59:15 news magazine type segment as if
for broadcast television, on an approved topic. The segment must focus on a national issue
such as military base closures, hate crimes, new technology, etc. The student should plan to
“hire” an experienced, adult reporter. Other students may assist in all areas of production. The
student may not appear in the segment in any capacity.

Television Single Camera Drama
The student will produce a 22:00:00 or 42:00:00 television comedy or drama based on an
approved script. The script may be written by the student or acquired from some other source.
The student may have some assistance in producing the show, but must direct and post the
show in its entirety. Other students may help with all other areas of production. The show must
be shot at the NNU studio, and the student will be responsible for building and striking sets.
The show must be shot single-camera style. The student may not appear in the show in any
way.
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Television Multi-Camera Variety
The student will produce and direct a 22:00:00 game show, news, sports or business talk show,
infomercial, musical variety show, entertainment talk show, soap opera episode or other
approved format. Alternatively, the student may produce and direct the remote production of an
entire sporting event (a very costly alternative). The student may script the show or hire
someone else to do this. Other than the sporting event alternative, the show must be shot at
the NNU studio, and the student is responsible for building and striking all sets. The student
may have some assistance in producing the show, but must direct and post the show in its
entirety. The show must be shot multi-camera style.

Television Multi-Camera Sports
The student will produce and direct one entire sports game/match at the NCAA level (not
intramural) as a multicam (5 camera minimum) live broadcast (recorded on tape). The show
must be similar to any such game broadcast by a major network: opening graphics, multiple
graphics throughout (stats, player names, lineups, etc.), pre-packaged video segments
(interviews, team/school profiles, city profiles, human interest) commentator and color talent
(occasionally on-camera), commercial breaks etc. Like all other projects, it should be noted
that it is not required that the student create the graphics personally, for instance; he/she is free
to hire a graphic artist, package editor, etc.

Music Video
The student will produce a video to accompany an existing song or a song they write. The
length of the video will be the length of the song. If using a copyrighted song, the student must
obtain written permission from the copyright holders to use the song in this manner. The video
must include more than just shots of the band singing; it must include a storyline appropriate to
the song. The student will act as Director, and must edit the video, but other students may help
in all other areas of production. The project may be shot on digital cinema, film, or HD. The
student may not appear in the video in any way.

MASS COMM SPECIFIC PROJECT REQUIREMENTS - DOMAIN #2
Feature Film Screenplay
The student will conceive, research and write a 90 page comedy or 110 page drama feature
film script. The student must work alone on this project, other than brainstorming, proofreading
and critique. Once a concept has been approved, the student will spend the first term
researching and step-outlining the project, and will begin a first draft. A third (final) draft will be
due toward the end of the second term. The student will then organize and conduct a table
read of his or her screenplay at the end of the second term.

Producer
The student will act as Producer on the senior film of another student, on a departmental film,
or on some other project approved by the faculty. The student must participate in all areas of
producing, including raising funds, acquiring rights, shaping the story, attaching talent, etc.
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Director of Photography
The student will act as Director of Photography on the senior film of another student, on a
departmental film, or on some other project approved by the faculty. The student must
participate in all areas normally associated with the DP: assisting the Director in lighting design
and shot design, choice of film stock or media, specific lighting design, exposure, camera
setup, and supervision of the camera department. The DP will also color correct the finished
film, once it’s been edited. This is the version of the film which must be submitted as the
student’s Senior Project, even if the Director later chooses to alter the color correction.

Production Designer
Sound Designer
Unit Production Manager
Special Effects Supervisor
Special Effects Makeup Artist
Editor
For any of the “craft” type jobs, the student will work on the senior film of another student, on a
departmental film, or on some other project approved by the faculty. The student must carry
out all functions normally associated with that craft, in all cases working with the Director. The
student must act as Department Head for the particular craft area. He or she may use the
completed film as part of a reel, identifying their role in its production.

PROJECT RECORDS
Since the final grade of the project will be based on process as well as product, the student will
be expected to keep a record of, and submit a production “bible” of all activities. This includes
both industry standard forms, lists, budgets, etc., as well as behind-the-scenes photos or video,
depending on the domain and actual project type chosen. For example, any fiction-film
directing bible must include:
• script
• budget
• breakdown
• shooting schedule
• shot list
• one liners
• cast list (with actor contact info)
• crew list (with contact info)
• wardrobe list
• props list
• lists for special equipment, effects, or stunts, if appropriate
The bible must be submitted no less that 7 days prior to the first scheduled day of principle
photography.
Domain #2 projects must submit whatever drawings, floorplans, palettes, photos, or other
materials that are appropriate to that discipline, at least 7 days prior to shooting.
STUDENTS ARE HIGHLY ENCOURAGED TO USE THE APPROPRIATE FILM SCHOOL
WORKBOOK FOR PLANNING AN ORGANIZING THEIR PRODUCTION, THOUGH THIS IS
NOT REQUIRED.
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PROJECT COSTS: Domain #1 Projects
The student must plan to bear all costs for his or her Senior Project. This includes acquisition
of story rights, music rights, payment (if any) to actors, location fees (if any), recording media,
etc. While in most cases the crew for the project will be other Mass Comm students working for
no pay, it is expected that the senior will provide generous and appropriate meals and craft
services to those students.
Seniors working on their project will have full and free access to all equipment and facilities of
the Mass Comm program, subject to scheduling.

PRODUCTION CREW:
Students must utilize the help of other Film School students in building their crew. Former
students or those from outside the school may only be used with advisor permission,
and after thorough vetting.

PROJECT COSTS: Domain #2 Projects
All costs associated with the actual completion of the academic project must be borne by the
student. This may include photographs, document copies, displays, etc. These items will not
be included in the budget of the actual film or project.

PRODUCTION
Scheduling of all aspects of the project must be done through and at the discretion of the
department. This includes, as appropriate:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

auditions
table reads
rehearsals
principle photography (even if not on-campus)
use of the studio
use of equipment
all other aspects of physical production

It is expected that senior productions operate in a formal crew style (as opposed to guerilla),
with each crew person being assigned to and doing a particular job or jobs. With allowances
made for classification (freshman, etc) and crew size, it is expected and required that the
senior insure that the crew operates in a professional manner at all times.
While this is the senior’s project, it is also a department project and therefore under the
supervision of department faculty. Faculty visits to the set are seen as both a teaching
opportunity and an evaluation of the senior. Faculty can and will make creative suggestions to
the senior, practical suggestions to the crew, and will demand immediate changes or cessation
of activity where safety is a concern. Part of the grading of the project is based on how well the
senior handles such interruptions, and manages the production.
Toward that end, faculty will use both personal observations and post-shooting interviews with
crews to evaluate the senior’s organization and supervision of the production.
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SAFETY AND LIABILITY
The health and safety of the cast and crew is the highest concern of the department, and must
be so for the senior as well.
As soon as possible, but in no case less that 7 days prior to the scheduled commencement of
principle photography or production, the senior MUST complete and submit a Declarations
form. Through this form, the senior is declaring his/her intention to use or perform potentially
dangerous materials or actions, as well as declaring his/her understanding of other health and
safety requirements.
IT IS HIGHLY RECOMMENDED THAT THE DESIRED USE OF STUNTS, PROCEDURES, OR
MATERIALS WHICH HAVE THE POTENTIAL OF CAUSING INJURY TO CAST OR CREW BE
DISCUSSED WITH THE FACULTY AS EARLY AS POSSIBLE. SUCH REQUESTS WILL
NOT NECESSARILY BE GRANTED, AND IF GRANTED, WILL COME WITH STRICT
REQUIREMENTS FOR THEIR EXECUTION.
THE SENIOR MUST REALIZE THAT HE/SHE IS IN CHARGE OF THIS PROJECT, AND
THEREFORE MAY BE HELD LIABLE FOR ANY DAMAGE OR INJURY RESULTING
THEREFROM. FOR THAT REASON, IT IS IN THE SENIOR’S BEST INTEREST TO (1)
COMMUNICATE OFTEN AND THOROUGHLY WITH FACULTY, AND (2) SUPERVISE THEIR
SET CAREFULLY.

PROJECT FINISHING
Senior Projects which are visual in nature may be posted on either Avid or Premiere at the
student’s discretion. The video itself must include adequate and appropriate titles, music,
subtitles, sound effects, etc. Copies of supporting materials, including the production bible and
behind-the-scenes photos or video, must accompany the project.
Screenplays must be submitted in perfect format, bound and covered per industry standards for
a spec script. The screenplay must be accompanied by a video (file or DVD) and audio
recording of the table read. The table read must take place on-campus, and must be
scheduled with the Mass Comm faculty at their discretion. Faculty must be invited to the table
read, and may participate in the read at their own and the student’s discretion.
Other Domain #2 projects must include a visual and/or aural presentation of the student’s work,
to be displayed at the student’s defense. This may include production stills, frame
enlargements from the film, sketches, posters, a PowerPoint presentation, audio recordings,
demonstrations, etc., in addition to the notebook or “bible” referred to under “Records”.

CREDITS
For visual projects, students are expected to give full and complete on-screen credit to all those
who assisted them in any way. (This does not include video records of table reads for
screenplays.)
Students MUST use the “The Film School at NNU” logo, and may use their own personal logo
at their own discretion.
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OWNERSHIP
All materials submitted in completion of the Senior Project will remain the property of the Mass
Comm program. While the student will retain the copyright to the material, and is free to submit
or sell it whenever or wherever he or she chooses, the student grants NNU non-exclusive
rights to exhibit the material at its discretion, to use any part of the material they choose for
publicity (in any medium) and recruiting purposes, and to display the material on the internet in
part. NNU will not distribute the work in its entirety on any medium.
For Domain #2 projects, the finished film or video remains the property of the film’s owner, and
may not be used in any way, other than on a reel, without that owner’s permission.

GENERAL GRADING CRITERIA
Grades for the Fall term will be based on satisfactory completion of the individual project
requirements for that term.
Final project grades for the Spring term will be based on both the successful defense of the
project and faculty assessment of the production process. Such assessment will include:
•
•
•
•
•

Technical quality of the finished piece (includes performances of actors*)
Artistic quality of the finished piece (includes performances of actors*)
Literary value of the story
Use of storytelling techniques (structure, character development, etc.**)
Evaluation of the senior’s performance during the production process (as observed by
faculty and revealed through crew interviews)
• Completion by the due date
The standard used for judging these criteria will be works of national quality, either network
television or national release feature film. Thus, students are competing with professionals in
the field, not with other students in other schools.
In short, the Senior Project is expected to be a “good story well told,” where “well told” includes
the highest technical standards, within the scope of the student’s involvement.
That said, the faculty recognizes that limits in budget and resources may have a slight effect on
the technical quality of a project, but should not effect the overall artistic and literary impact of
the piece.
Finally, the student should keep in mind that he or she will be graded on both the process and
the product. Process will include organization, safety issues while shooting, proper care of cast
and crew, proper and professional procedures, etc.
* if appropriate to the project ** includes story interpretation for Domain #2 projects

CLEARANCE
Senior Projects may not contain any copyrighted material which has not been cleared. If
copyrighted material is used, the student must submit written evidence of clearance.
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PRODUCTION TIMELINES
The following pages contain checklists for each type of project. The due dates for each step
will be decided on in class early in the first semester of the project. Each checklist includes the
steps normally taken for that project, in the order normally completed. This can change, and is
negotiable.
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Feature Film Short
FIRST TERM:
DONE

STEP

DUE DATE

1. Story & script acquisition and approval
2. Lined script
3. Production Breakdowns complete (in Movie Magic)
4. Production Boards complete (in Movie Magic)
5. Production Budget complete (in Movie Magic)
6. Locations scouted & secured
7. Set design complete (if any)
8. Production “bible” completed (as far as possible)
* 9. Set construction begins (if any)
First Term Grading: will be based on the thorough and timely completion of all above steps
SECOND TERM:
DONE

STEP

DUE DATE

1. Character Breakdowns written
2. Casting flyer created
3. Casting advertising complete
4. Auditions completed/Cast hired
5. Crew hired and assigned
6. Shooting dates locked in
7. Wardrobe and Props obtained
8. Film or media ordered
9. Storyboards & Shot List complete
10. Shooting begins
11. Shooting complete; Sets struck/studio cleaned (if used)
12. Post Production complete/Project submitted
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Documentary
FIRST TERM:
DONE

STEP

DUE DATE

1. Topic submission and approval
2. Detailed Shooting Plan (who, what, where, when, how)
3. Production Budget complete (in Movie Magic)
4. Research complete
5. Media ordered
6. Shooting may begin
First Term Grading: will be based on the thorough and timely completion of all above steps
SECOND TERM:
DONE

STEP

DUE DATE

1. Shooting complete
2. Shot Logs complete
3. Interview Transcriptions complete (if any)
4. General story plan complete
5. Script complete
6. Narrator hired (if any)
7. Post Production begins
8. Post Production completed/Project submitted
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Corporate/Educational/Informational Video
FIRST TERM:
DONE

STEP

DUE DATE

1. Treatment submitted and approved
2. Script completed in two-column format
3. Shot list completed
4. Elements list complete
5. Shooting Schedule complete
6. Production Budget complete (in Movie Magic)
7. Locations scouted & secured
8. Storyboards complete
9. Set design complete
10. Production “bible” completed (as far as possible)
* 11. Set construction begins
First Term Grading: will be based on the thorough and timely completion of all above steps
SECOND TERM:
DONE

STEP

DUE DATE

1. Media ordered
2. Shooting dates locked in
3. Casting plan approved (if any)
4. Auditions completed/Cast hired (if any)
5. Crew hired and assigned
6. Shooting begins
9. Shooting complete
10. Sets struck/studio cleaned
11. Post Production completed/Project submitted
* These items may take place in either term, as scheduling allows
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News Magazine Segment
FIRST TERM:
DONE

STEP

DUE DATE

1. Treatment submitted and approved
2. Script Outline complete
3. Shot List complete (general, not specific)
4. Shooting Schedule complete (sans dates)
5. Production Budget complete (in Movie Magic)
6. Potential interviewees identified
7. * Reporter hired
First Term Grading: will be based on the thorough and timely completion of all above steps
SECOND TERM:
DONE

STEP

DUE DATE

1. * Interviewees contacted
2. * Location permissions obtained
3. * Shooting begins
4. * Script completed/bridging narrations & standups shot
5. Shooting complete
6. Post begins
7. Post completed/Project submitted
* These items may begin or take place in either term as time and subject demand
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Television Single Camera Drama
FIRST TERM:
DONE

STEP

DUE DATE

1. Treatment submitted and approved
2. Script written/acquired and approved
3. Production Breakdowns complete (in Movie Magic)
4. Production Boards complete (in Movie Magic)
5. Production Budget complete (in Movie Magic)
6. Set design completed and approved
7. Production “bible” completed (as far as possible)
First Term Grading: will be based on the thorough and timely completion of all above steps
SECOND TERM:
DONE

STEP

DUE DATE

* 1. Set construction begins
2. Character Breakdowns written
3. Casting flyer created
4. Casting advertising complete
5. Auditions completed/Cast hired
6. Crew hired and assigned
7. Shooting dates locked in
8. Wardrobe and props obtained
9. Film or media ordered
10. Call Sheets complete
11. Sets struck/studio cleaned
12. Post Production complete
13. Post Production completed/Project submitted
* These items may begin/take place in either term, as approved
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Television Multi-Camera Variety
FIRST TERM:
DONE

STEP

DUE DATE

1. Treatment submitted and approved
2. Script written or acquired
3. Production Breakdowns complete (in Movie Magic)
4. Production Boards complete (in Movie Magic)
5. Production Budget complete (in Movie Magic)
6. Set design complete
7. Production “Bible” completed (as far as possible)
First Term Grading: will be based on the thorough and timely completion of all above steps
SECOND TERM:
DONE

STEP

DUE DATE

* 1. Set Construction begins
2. Character/Talent Breakdowns written
3. Casting flyer created
4. Casting advertising complete
5. Auditions completed/Cast hired
6. Crew hired and assigned
7. Shooting dates locked in
8. Wardrobe & Props obtained
9. Film or media ordered
10. Call Sheets complete
11. Shoot complete
12. Sets struck/studio cleaned
13. Post Production completed/Project submitted
* These items may begin/take place in either term, as approved
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Screenplay
FIRST TERM:
DONE

STEP

DUE DATE

1. Story pitched and approved
2. Treatment complete
3. Step Outline complete
4. Research complete
5. First Draft of Act I complete (or equivalent)
First Term Grading: will be based on the thorough and timely completion of all above steps
SECOND TERM:
DONE

STEP

DUE DATE

1. First Draft of Act II complete (or equivalent)
2. First Draft complete
3. Second Draft complete
4. Professional critique obtained
5. Third Draft complete
6. Table Read date set
7. Table Read cast hired
8. Table Read accomplished
9. Project submitted
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Other Domain #2 Projects
FIRST TERM:
DONE

STEP

DUE DATE

1. Evidence presented of a project to work on
2. Role established and Deal Memo signed
3. Extensive written script analysis submitted to Director/faculty
4. Research conducted and completed
5. Written plan with sketches and/or other evidence submitted
6. Pre-production and/or post-production task list(s) created
7. All of above submitted in binder
First Term Grading: will be based on the thorough and timely completion of all above steps
SECOND TERM:
DONE

STEP
1. Completion dates attached to pre-production task list
2. Pre-production tasks completed in order
3. Production complete
4. Post-production tasks (if any) completed in order
5. Defense date set
6. Defense presentation planned
7. Research and Justification Paper completed
8. Project defended

DUE DATE

SENIOR PROJECT DECLARATION FORM
Name: ______SAMPLE ___________________________________________________
Project: _____SAMPLE _______________________________________________________
PART I: Circle the truthful answer for each of these questions:
1. Are you planning to use any flame, fire, or burning materials?

Yes

No

2. Are you planning to climb onto any roof, tower, or structure?

Yes

No

3. Are you planning to climb down into any cave, shaft, or hole?

Yes

No

4. Are you planning to shoot near any pool, lake, river, or
other body of water?

Yes

5. Are you planning to shoot from or near any type of moving vehicle?

Yes

No

6. Are you planning to shoot with any type of animal, reptile, or bird?

Yes

No

7. Are you planning to use any knives, swords, guns, or other
weapons, whether real or fake?

Yes

No

8. Are you planning to have any tobacco products, alcoholic
beverages, or illegal drugs in the scene, real or fake?

Yes

No

9. Are you planning to shoot near any cliff, crevasse, glacier,
or other location that could possibly be considered dangerous?

Yes

No

10. Are you planning to use any explosives or pyrotechnics of any size?

Yes

No

11. Are you planning to have any cast or crew ride on the exterior
of any vehicle or trailer (including pickup beds)?

Yes

No

12. Are you planning any fights, falls, or other stunts?

Yes

No

13. Will you be shooting with any children under 18?

Yes

No

14. Will any of your talent be in water?

Yes

No

15. Will any of your talent be less than fully clothed?

Yes

No

16. Does your story call for any imitation of or inference to a sexual act?

Yes

No

17. Does your story call for any language to which others might object?

Yes

No

18. Is there anything else about your story or shoot which might
cause the faculty or administration concern?

Yes

No

19. Are you requesting/planning to use a crane or Fisher dolly?

Yes

No

No

If you answered “Yes” to any question, type a full explanation on a separate paper and submit with
this application. NOTHING ABOVE MAY BE ATTEMPTED WITHOUT THE EXPRESS
PERMISSION OF THE FILM SCHOOL FACULTY.
PART II: It is your responsibility to provide the following for your cast and crew:
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1. Craft Services
On shoots of 4 hours or less, this may mean simple snacks and drinks, but must include
both food and beverage. One type of beverage is sufficient, as long as water is offered as
well.
On shoots over 4 hours, this must include enough variety of snacks to provide both protein
and complex carbohydrates. Snacks which are merely “empty calories” (chips, most
cookies) are not sufficient. More than one type of beverage, plus water, must also be
offered (water from a drinking fountain is sufficient).
I have plans in place to meet these requirements. (Your initials) _________
2. Meals
On shoots of any length, that extend over a regular meal period at the cafeteria, you must
provide a full meal to your cast and crew, at a time reasonably close to the time of that
regular meal. A full meal includes both protein and complex carbohydrates. Examples of
this include pizza with meat, hamburgers, sub sandwiches, and so forth. You must provide
sufficient serving size to reasonably satisfy the hunger of all cast and crew.
I have plans in place to meet these requirements. (Your initials) _________
3. Restroom Facilities
This must be within two minutes walking distance or 3 minutes driving distance from each
shooting location, and must be available throughout the entire shoot.
I have plans in place to meet these requirements. (Your initials) _________
4. Protection from the Elements
If working in cold, hot, or wet conditions, you must provide cast and crew a place to
warm/cool/dry themselves at least once per hour.
I have plans in place to meet these requirements. (Your initials) _________
5. Transportation or Clear Directions
You must provide transportation to and from the shooting location for all cast and crew. If
any cast or crew member chooses to provide their own transportation, you must provide
both an address and clear directions to the location.
I have plans in place to meet these requirements. (Your initials) _________
I understand that the intent of this form is to identify any potential harm or discomfort that may be
inflicted on my cast and crew as the result of this shoot. Toward that end, I hereby swear that to the
best of my knowledge all of the above answers are truthful and complete.

__________________________________________
Signature of Senior
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